How to Get Tables of Contents Updates from Full Text Ovid Journals

1. On main page of Library website, scroll down in “Popular Resources” and click on “Ovid Databases.”
2. Select “Search Full Text Journals @ Ovid.”
3. Click “Journals” tab (near top left of screen) on main Ovid search screen.
4. Type journal name in search box. Examples – *American Journal of Nursing*, *American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology*, *Circulation*, *Diabetes*, *JAMA*, *Pediatric Infectious Disease Journal*, etc. You can also browse available journal titles by selecting the first letter of a title in the “Filter By Title” area.
5. Click on “eTOC” link to have tables of contents emailed to you.
6. Enter email address where you want tables of contents sent.
7. NOTE: Every time the journal you have chosen is updated in the database, you will automatically receive an email of the latest table of contents. The frequency of these emails depends on how often the journal is published – weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc.